John deere voltage regulator wiring

See your John Deere dealer for specific diagnostic information. For example A00 appears on the
Cornerpost Display 1. If diagnostic trouble codes are available A00 and codE will appear on
Cornerpost Display 1. A00 and donE will appear on Cornerpost Display 1. This indicates a
problem that requires the combine be stopped, the engine turned off immediately and the
problem corrected. This indicates a problem that should be checked immediately Priority 3 DTC's will be stored, but it is not indicated to the operator. Turn the key switch to the run
position. Press the diagnostic switch. Press the up or down arrow switch to obtain the desired
address. Press the up arrow switch once. To read and record diagnostic trouble codes press
the enter switch. Press the up or down arrow switch to scroll through the diagnostic trouble
codes. Record each control unit name Record each suspected parameter number Record each
failure mode identifier. After all codes have been displayed, there is an option to clear these
codes. Scroll to end of code list until CLr? Press the enter switch to clear codes. NOTE: Priority
1 codes cannot be cleared until the problem is solved. Press back arrow switch three times to
return to normal operation. Fuel Pressure Sensor cc voltage out of range high - greater than 4 V
DC , , , , Fuel Pressure Sensor cc voltage out of range low. The rail pressure drops too fast when
the engine is motoring and the high pressure pump is off. Fuel Pressure Sensor reading is
incorrect. During starting, rail pressure is not developed after a short time cranking. Water is
detected in fuel. Oil Pressure Sensor is open after engine rpm is above cranking speed. Oil
Pressure Sensor is closed when engine is not running , , , , Engine Manifold Air Temperature
Sensor voltage is out of range high. The device or wiring is faulty. Engine Manifold Air
Temperature Sensor voltage is out of range low. Maximum power level is derated. Power boost
is disabled. Air Filter Restricted Switch indicates a plugged air filter. Engine Coolant
Temperature Sensor voltage is out of range high. Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor voltage
is out of range low. Coolant level low. Controller not powered down properly. Injector pump may
be damaged because hot fuel loses its lubrication properties. Engine Fuel Temperature Sensor
voltage is out of range high. Engine Fuel Temperature Sensor voltage is out of range low.
Maximum power level and power boost are derated. Engine Fuel Temperature Sensor is out of
range. Engine speed too high greater than rpm. Engine Control Unit reduce fuel flow until speed
is below rpm The injector driver has detected a short to battery in the injector wiring. The
injector driver has detected a short to ground in the injector wiring. All injector currents are out
of specification. The injector pull-in current is too low or the injector hold-in current is incorrect.
Engine Control Unit not receiving messages from Pump. Fuel shutoff not functioning correctly.
Pump Position Sensor signal has incorrect pulse pattern. Engine Speed Sensor signal has
incorrect pulse pattern. The current to Injector 1 is less than expected. The current to Injector 1
increases too rapidly. The fuel flow to cylinder 1 is lower than expected. The current to Injector
2 is less than expected. The current to Injector 2 increases too rapidly. The fuel flow to cylinder
2 is lower than expected. The current to Injector 3 is less than expected. The current to Injector
3 increases too rapidly. The fuel flow to cylinder 3 is lower than expected. The current to
Injector 4 is less than expected. The current to Injector 4 increases too rapidly. The fuel flow to
cylinder 4 is lower than expected. The current to Injector 5 is less than expected. The current to
Injector 5 increases too rapidly. The fuel flow to cylinder 5 is lower than expected. The current
to Injector 6 is less than expected. The current to Injector 6 increases too rapidly. The fuel flow
to cylinder 6 is lower than expected. The High Pressure Solenoid within the pump is
continuously energized, the Pump Control Unit is unable to detect closure of the High Pressure
Solenoid Valve or the internal pump speed sensor is broken. The Pump Control Unit detects an
error during a self test. Injection Pump initiated engine protection due to Diagnostic Trouble
Code Engine will derate. The Pump Control Unit receives a crank signal from the Engine Control
Unit that is moderately different than the internal timing within the Pump. Engine will be derated.
The Engine Control Unit detects a difference between the internal pump timing and engine
speed. The Pump Control Unit receives a crank signal from the Engine Control Unit that is
extremely different than the internal timing within the Pump. Sensor Supply Voltage 1 cc too
high greater than 4. Sensor Supply Voltage 1 cc too low less than 4. Rail Pressure Sensor Power
cc voltage too high. Rail Pressure Sensor Power cc voltage too low. Driver detects problem in
circuit to Pump Solenoid 1 Low cc Rail Pressure Control is unable to match required rail
pressure. It may bee too high or too low. Pump Solenoid 1 is not delivering expected fuel flow.
Driver detects problem in circuit to Pump Solenoid 2 Low cc Pump Solenoid 2 is not delivering
expected fuel flow. Pump Power cc is powered when Engine Control Unit is off. Engine
protection - power derated due to other faults. This code occurs in conjunction with Delayed
Power cc voltage is above 16 V DC. High voltage situation must be resolved. Controller cannot
exit boot block program. Reconnect connectors. Replace Armrest Control Unit if condition
persists. CAN Bus messages are not being transmitted or received correctly. Possible effects
are none, slow response, or machine down. Backshaft speed unknown. Damage could occur to

feeder house if reverser is engaged while backshaft is rotating in forward direction. The header
engage output transistor detects an open, short, over voltage, or over temperature condition.
The Armrest Control Unit will disengage the header. The fault condition must be removed before
the header can be engaged. The separator engage output transistor detects an open, short, over
voltage, or over temperature condition. The Armrest Control Unit will disengage the separator.
The fault condition must be removed before the separator can be engaged. The Separator
Engage fault detection circuit indicates a failure. This is an important disengagement override
system. Replace the Armrest Control Unit if condition persists. The Seat Switch has been
closed continuously for 6 hours. The switch or the wiring harness is shorted. The header will
not disengage when the operator has left the seat. This must be corrected. This diagnostic
trouble code is only displayed during a calibration fault and is not stored. Delayed Power cc
voltage out of range high - greater than 16 V DC. Disconnect Cornerpost Control Unit connector
X Reconnect connector. Replace Cornerpost Control Unit if condition persists. Concave
Position Sensor supply voltage high - greater than 5. Concave Position Sensor supply voltage
low - less than 4. Concave Position Sensor voltage is too high - greater than 4. Concave
Position Sensor voltage is too low - less than 0. Dimmer voltage is too high - greater than 4.
Dimmer voltage is too low - less than 0. Cab interior backlighting output transistor detects an
open, short, over voltage, or over temperature condition. The Cornerpost Control Unit will turn
off the backlighting. The fault condition must be removed before the backlighting can be turned
on. A switch on Cornerpost Display Unit 1 is closed for longer than 30 Seconds. A switch on
Cornerpost Display Unit 2 is closed for longer than 30 Seconds. A switch on Cornerpost Display
Unit 3 is closed for longer than 30 Seconds. Device or wiring is faulty. Refer to Diagnostic
Address C for calibration. A switch on Cornerpost Display Unit 4 is closed for longer than 30
Seconds. Wait 30 seconds. Replace Master Tailings Sensor if condition persists. Replace the
Master Tailings Sensor if condition persists. Other Diagnostic Trouble Codes will indicate the
lost message. Tailings system calibration is out of range high sensor detectors are receiving
too little light. If situation persists, possible dirty sensor or failed sensor. Tailings system
calibration is out of range low sensor detectors are receiving too much light. If situation
persists, possible missing elevator paddle or failed sensor. Stuck photo receiver detected in
Master Tailings Sensor. Clean master tailings sensor. If condition persists, replace sensor.
Stuck photo receiver detected in Slave Tailings Sensor. Clean Slave Tailings Sensor. If
condition continues, replace sensor. Controller Supply voltage out of range high - greater than
16 V DC. Disconnect Header Control Unit connector X Replace Header Control Unit if condition
persists. Calibrate header. Replace the Header Control Unit if condition persists. Possible
effects are no effect, slowed response, or no response. Height Sensor Power cc voltage is too
high - greater than 5. The voltage regulator of the Header Control Unit is bad or there is a short
in the wiring. Height Sensor Power cc voltage is too low - less than 4. Height Sensor Power 2 cc
voltage is too high - greater than 5. Height Sensor Power 2 cc voltage is too low - less than 4.
Perform the calibration procedure. Header Raise Pressure cc voltage is too low - less than 0.
These are the header select lines that identify the type of header on the combine. Header not
connected or invalid connection. Circuit codes , , , and are the header select lines that identify
the type of header on the combine. Header raise valve driver detects an open, short, over
voltage, or over temperature condition. Header lower valve driver detects an open, short, over
voltage, or over temperature condition. Tilt left valve driver detects an open, short, over voltage,
or over temperature condition. Tilt right valve driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or
over temperature condition. Reel forward valve driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or
over temperature condition. Reel Aft valve driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or over
temperature condition. Reel Raise valve driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or over
temperature condition. Reel Lower valve driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or over
temperature condition. Drop Rate valve driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or over
temperature condition. Accumulator Shutoff valve driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or
over temperature condition. Reel Speed Increase driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or
over temperature condition. The Header Control Unit will not actuate the Reel Speed Actuator in
the increase speed mode until the fault condition is removed. Reel Speed Decrease driver
detects an open, short, over voltage, or over temperature condition. The Header Control Unit
will not actuate the Reel Speed Actuator in the decrease speed mode until the fault condition is
removed. Faulty device or wiring. Reel Height Sensor cc voltage too high - greater than 4. Reel
Height Sensor cc voltage too low - less than 0. Fuel Level Signal cc voltage is too high - greater
than 1. Fuel Level Signal cc voltage is too low - less than 0. Electronic Power cc voltage is too
high - greater than 16 V DC. Wait for 30 seconds. Replace Right Control Unit if condition
persists. Replace the Right Control Unit if condition persists. Hydraulic Oil Temperature Sensor
cc voltage is too high - greater than 4. Hydraulic Oil Temperature Sensor cc voltage is too low -

less than 0. Main Gearcase Oil Temperature Sensor cc voltage is too high - greater than 4. Main
Gearcase Oil Temperature Sensor cc voltage is too low - less than 0. Chopper Vane Angle
Sensor cc voltage is too high above 4. Chopper Vane Angle Sensor out of calibration. Electronic
Power cc voltage is too high - greater than Disconnect Left Control Unit connector X Replace
Left Control Unit if condition persists. Replace the Left Control Unit if condition persists.
Unloading Auger Engage driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or over temperature
condition. The Left Control Unit cannot engage the auger until the fault condition is removed.
Indicates possible problem with K7 or Control Power cc The Left Control Unit cannot swing the
auger until the fault condition is removed. The Combine Lower driver detects an open, short,
over voltage, or over temperature condition. The Left Brake Light driver detects an open, short,
over voltage, or over temperature condition. Only active in the ROAD mode. The Right Brake
Light driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or over temperature condition. The Left Marker
Light driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or over temperature condition. The Right
Marker Light driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or over temperature condition. The
Feeder House Reverser driver detects an open, short, over voltage, or over temperature
condition. Indicates problem with ground connections. Delayed Power cc voltage is too high greater than Type B only. Replace the Left Control Unit 2 if condition persists. Threshing Speed
failed to reach commanded speed after 50 seconds. Threshing Clearance failed to reach
commanded clearance after 30 seconds. Cleaning Fan Speed failed to reach commanded speed
after seconds. Left Chaffer Actuator Limit Switch problem. Pulses present on Chaffer 1 Position
cc Limit switch remains on. Left Sieve Actuator Limit Switch problem. Pulses present on Sieve 1
Position cc Left Precleaner Actuator Limit Switch problem. Pulses present on Precleaner 1
Position cc Right Chaffer Actuator Limit Switch problem. Pulses present on Chaffer 2 Position
cc Right Sieve Actuator Limit Switch problem. Pulses present on Sieve 2 Position cc Right
Precleaner Actuator Limit Switch problem. Pulses present on Precleaner 2 Position cc Left
Chaffer Actuator commanded to move, but no pulses present on Chaffer 1 Position cc Actuator
is in a valid position. Left Sieve Actuator commanded to move, but no pulses present on Sieve 1
Position cc Left Precleaner Actuator commanded to move, but no pulses present on Precleaner
1 Position cc Right Chaffer Actuator commanded to move, but no pulses present on Chaffer 2
Position cc Right Sieve Actuator commanded to move, but no pulses present on Sieve 2
Position cc Right Precleaner Actuator commanded to move, but no pulses present on
Precleaner 2 Position cc Power present on Chaffer Open Signal cc for longer than 30 seconds.
Power present on Chaffer Close Signal cc for longer than 30 seconds. Power present on Sieve
Open Signal cc for longer than 30 seconds. Power present on Sieve Close Signal cc for longer
than 30 seconds. Power present on Precleaner Open Signal cc for longer than 30 seconds.
Power present on Precleaner Close Signal cc for longer than 30 seconds. A short circuit to
ground detected on cc A short circuit to power detected on cc or The V-twin, liquid-cooled John
Deere iTorque power system with electronic fuel injection EFI provides exceptional performance
and has the durability to handle commercial-use applications. The John Deere iTorque power
system includes a combination of engine features that provide more lugging ability, even
cooling, and durability. The The one-piece hood is hinged to open for convenient engine
service. Engine intake air is drawn in through screened panels at the base of the pedestal and
on the right and left sides of the tractor hood:. An inertia-discharge canister with dry-type paper
element surrounded by a foam precleaner cleans intake air for long engine life:. A large, 5. A
high-capacity regulated alternator charging system provides plenty of power to quickly
recharge the battery and run electrical equipment, such as lights or a sprayer:. A large-capacity,
cold-cranking amp battery provides plenty of cranking power for quick, sure starts in cold
weather:. A deep-deck design of 5. Ramps are provided to permit driving over the mower deck
for installing and removing it from the tractor:. The AutoConnect drive does not need to be
removed from the tractor when using front-powered equipment. The MulchControl attachment
makes mulching more practical for many mowing situations because it not only does an
excellent job of mulching but it also allows the mower to be easily converted for times when it is
more desirable to side discharge or collect the lawn material. Advantages of mulching grass
clippings include:. The optional MulchControl attachment comes with a handle on top of the
mower deck that is used to open and close the discharge baffle:. The hydraulic MulchControl
actuator is an extra-cost option for the MulchControl attachment. Changing from mulching to
side discharge or vice versa with the hand lever or hydraulic MulchControl actuator option
takes only a few seconds. MulchControl puts the operator in control of the clippings. Now the
operator can have all the benefits of mulching with the ability to easily change to side-discharge
or bagging when needed. MulchControl limitations While in the side-discharge mode,
MulchControl will still mulch about one-third of the material. Therefore, the side-discharge mode
is essentially a partial-mulch mode. This can be an advantage when side discharging or

bagging, as it helps to reduce the amount of material being discharged. Other times this could
work as a disadvantage:. MulchControl compatibility MulchControl is a field-installed
attachment. Mulching blades are included:. John Deere has designed a system that makes it
easy to remove and reinstall the mower deck. A few steps need to be followed carefully to
ensure success. The list below includes the major steps. The tractor most likely has the mower
already installed, so these steps begin with the removal procedure. Mower removal steps.
Mower installation steps. When the master brake pedal is depressed, the power take-off PTO
and cruise control disengage. Cruise control is standard equipment:. A rugged, heavy-duty
commercial hydrostatic transaxle handles a wide variety of ground-engaging applications and
commercial mowing usage. A hitch for tow-behind equipment is included. Two-wheel drive 2WD
and 4WD tractors use similar transaxles, however, four-wheel steer tractors have additional
features that allow the rear wheels to turn. Infinite control of ground speed and smooth change
of direction provide efficiency and operator convenience. The differential lock provides positive
power to both drive wheels for increased traction. It can be engaged by the operator as needed.
The full-time 4WD front axle provides a superior combination of traction and maneuverability.
When the tractor is in a turn, the front wheels need to rotate faster because of the larger arc,
compared to the rear wheels, they are traveling in. The hydrostatic front-wheel motors
automatically increase the average travel speed of the front wheels when the tractor is in a turn.
The full-time 4WD system optimizes steering performance to provide maneuverability and
trimming ability comparable to that of 2WD models, turning radius of 25 in. Full-time 4WD
front-wheel motors are powered by the same pressurized hydraulic fluid that powers the rear
transaxle drive motor:. Two-piece, in. The back can be angled to maximize operator comfort by
using a convenient lever on the side of the seat. A four-bar adjustable seat suspension and 7-in.
Optional armrests increase operator support and comfort, thus reducing fatigue and improving
productivity, especially when mowing for extended periods of time. Armrests are adjustable to
suit the operator. The embroidered logo on the seat back makes this upscale seat look as good
as it feels. Features include:. Plug and play wiring harness for use with the air-ride suspension
seat has been added to model year tractors serial number 70, to reduce seat-installation time.
See CCMS solution for more information. The fender handles provide a convenient handhold to
use when getting on and off the tractor and when operating on slopes:. An advantage of X
Series Garden Tractors is their ability to use attachments for snow removal and a variety of
other yard-care tasks. The front quick-hitch mounting system allows for a tool-free change
between the front blade, rotary broom, and snow blower. Additional attachments available for
use with the equipment listed below include:. The in. They can be hydraulically angled up to 27
degrees right or left or used in the straight-ahead position. Summer Rotary brooms effectively
perform a wide variety of sweeping jobs, including cleaning sidewalks, parking lots, driveways,
construction job sites, and barns. They can also be used for backfilling trenches. They sweep
artificial turf and clean up spectator areas after sporting events. Potential customers include
homeowners, hospitals, schools, nurseries, estates, lawn and garden centers, etc. The
hydraulic tiller is quieter, more powerful, and tills up to 6 in. This provides flexibility for jobs like
sod breaking to conventional garden tilling. A unique feature of the in. The Rotary Tiller is in. It
requires a tractor equipped with a Category 1, 3-point hitch and rpm rear power take-off PTO.
The instrument display has the look and feel of a modern automobile. A power-up sequence
cycles lights and gauges to indicate they are working:. When the master brake pedal is
depressed, the PTO and cruise control disengage. A foot-operated differential lock supplies
positive power to both rear drive wheels for increased traction:. A two-function hydraulic
control system is standard equipment. The hydraulic system allows effortless equipment
control:. Exact Adjust ports on either side of the fender deck allow access to the rear mower
deck height adjusting links:. Consult the operator's manual for the correct adjusting procedure.
Basic adjusting steps to properly level the mower deck include:. NOTE: The adjusting tool
supplied with the tractor is an 8-mm ball-hex key. The rounded end allows for some
misalignment with the bolt as the deck is adjusted. John Deere Signature Series are the very
best mowing tractors available and can also handle a wide range of other yard care chores,
such as snow removal, lawn cleanup, and landscaping work. These heavy-duty tractors include
models with two-wheel drive 2WD and four-wheel drive 4WD , two- and four-wheel steering, and
even a model with full-time 4WD and four-wheel steering. Standard equipment styled alloy
wheels and John Deere brand embroidery:. All mowers have premium design features to give a
clean, level cut and excellent performance, whether side discharging, mulching, or collecting
lawn material. X Signature Series Tractors offer these important performance advantages:. The
full-length, welded C-channel steel frame provides plenty of strength to handle heavy
equipment:. The 4WD tractors use heavy-duty cast and machined front spindle and wheel motor
assemblies for durability and long life. Before traveling forward or rearward:. NOTE: Backing up

while the mower is engaged is strongly discouraged. RIO should be used only when operating
another attachment or when the operator deems it necessary to reposition the machine with the
mower engaged. The hydrostatic transmission foot pedals must be in neutral, with brake
depressed, PTO disengaged, and the ignition key used, before the tractor will start. Once the
tractor is running, the engine automatically shuts off if the operator leaves the seat with the PTO
engaged, brake pedal unlocked, or hydrostatic foot controls out of the neutral position. If
necessary to do more extensive service, the hood can easily be completely removed without
tools:. A screen keeps material from building up on the radiator and can be easily removed for
cleaning. The optional MulchControl system makes mulching more practical for many mowing
situations because it not only does an excellent job of mulching, but it also allows the mower to
be easily converted for times when it is more desirable to side discharge or collect the lawn
material. Operators can convert between modes without interrupting the mowing process,
making it possible to change between modes:. While in the side-discharge mode, MulchControl
still mulches about one third of the material. The Power Flow blower runs without material when
the baffle is closed. Each MulchControl system is an optional field-installed attachment and
includes everything needed for handle actuation: baffles, handle, and mulch blades. If desired
the optional hydraulic actuator needs to be ordered separately. MulchControl is compatible with
model year and newer X Signature Series Tractors serial number 10, with one of the following
mower decks:. Mower must be equipped with a basic MulchControl attachment:. BM in. The
Power Flow blower works well with either the standard mower blades or the mulching blades.
However, it is compatible with the 48 Accel Deep 48A Mower because the increased deck height
and the height of its Power Flow blower housing lift the chute high enough to clear the wheel
and fender with the three-bag hopper installed. Mower includes everything needed, including
front draft arm assembly, for installation on any X Signature Series Tractor model year and
newer. Operators can rotate the mower wheels 90 degrees and roll the 48A Mower under an X
Signature Series Tractor and utilize the auto connect to connect the power take-off PTO shaft.
Deep mower-deck stamping gives excellent cut quality. Deep mower-deck stamping gives high
productivity, which gets the job done fast. The operator can have all the benefits of mulching
with the ability to easily change to side discharge or bagging when needed. Low-tension
belt-drive design reduces the side load on mower bearings for longer life. Dual-stage E-coat and
powder-paint coatings provide extra protection from rust. The MulchControl attachment for the
48A Mower Deck makes mulching more practical for many mowing situations because it not
only does an excellent job of mulching but it also allows the mower to be easily converted for
times when it is more desirable to side discharge or collect the lawn material. While in the
side-discharge mode, MulchControl will still mulch about one third of the material. The Power
Flow blower and chute are easy to install. The Power Flow blower swings out for easy cleanout
and cleanup. The app helps determine the best time to mow, communicates expert pre-mow
tips, offers maintenance reminders, and provides walk-through guides. The app supports
residential lawn equipment such as Series, S, X, X, X, Z through Z, and many similarly-sized
older products. It does not presently support tractor models numbered and larger, such as R.
NOTE: Some product image variation may exist. View Offer Details. Utility carts can be used to
haul a variety of materials including firewood, lawn debris, sand, dirt, mulch, garden tools,
plants, and bushes. Utility carts are designed, painted, and decaled to be compatible with other
John Deere equipment. Wheels are mounted on a solid, one-piece axle for durability. A sloped
tailgate design makes emptying the box easier; there is no tailgate to loosen or remove. For
proper braking and operation, the loaded weight of the cart should never exceed the weight of
the tractor, or other towing unit, plus the operator. The maximum weight for the 21 Utility Cart is
rated at 20 mph The loaded weight of any equipment towed by an EZtrak or ZTrak mower should
not exceed lb Please contact a local John Deere dealer for availability and pricing information.
The 8-cu-ft 0. The unique convertible hitch allows changing the cart from tow-behind mode to
push mode without tools. Key features include:. This kit allows the operator to use both hands
to lift the cart bed for more natural and efficient unloading. Ordering information Please contact
a local John Deere dealer for availability and pricing information. Utility carts can be used to
haul a variety of materials, including firewood, lawn debris, dirt, sand, mulch, garden tools,
plants, and bushes. Pneumatic tires offer:. Deluxe tailgate is hinged for easy emptying and can
also be quickly removed without the use of tools. The cu-ft 0. The operator can simply pull up
next to where they want to dump the material and swivel the cart, eliminating the need to back
up the cart. Every owner of a John Deere riding lawn and garden product is a potential customer
for a high-quality, affordable utility cart. Utility carts can be used to haul a variety of materials:.
Durable gauge, 0. Recessed bolts are used in the bottom of the box, so they will not interfere
with emptying the cart. The deluxe tailgate is hinged for easy emptying and can also be quickly
removed without the use of tools. This utility trailer can be used to haul a variety of materials,

including firewood, lawn debris, dirt, sand, mulch, garden tools, plants, and bushes:. NOTE: For
proper braking and operation, the loaded weight of the cart should never exceed the weight of
the tractor, or other towing unit, plus the operator. See the appropriate vehicle pages for the
weight of the vehicle and the mower deck. It should be ordered for use on the rear of tractor
when it is desirable to have the hitch hole further back than the standard hitch plate provides.
Magnetic hitch pin Order number: LP Front fenders help keep the mud and debris from being
thrown on the mower deck, tractor, and operator. The front PTO is required to operate the in.
Snow Thrower, in. It may also be utilized to power various other rpm front equipment. The front
Quick-Hitch slips over and locks onto the tractor frame with attached snap pins. It permits quick
and easy installation and control of front equipment. BM hydraulic retrofit kit consists of hose
extensions used to install an older BM code M in. If a BM front hitch is used, BM implement
drive and upstop is also required. Home maintenance kits are a handy and convenient way for
dealers to supply a customer with the maintenance-interval parts as specified in their operator's
manual. The engine horsepower and torque information are provided by the engine
manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only. Actual operating horsepower and
torque will be less. Additional ballast on the tractor, or other towing unit, may be needed to
meet this requirement. LP - Boot kit for in. The chute includes a convenient handle and a fill
indicator that tells the operator when the bags are getting full. One chute works with several
tractor applications. The large, bu L capacity means the operator can collect a large area of
grass or leaves before needing to stop to empty the bags. This MCS has a sleek, lightweight
design that is engineered to withstand the rigorous demands of both residential and
commercial mowing applications. When the hopper is full, unloading is clean, quick, and easy.
With the click of a button, material can be dumped right from the seat of the tractor. The
manufacturer is responsible for performance, service parts, and warranty of these products.
The hopper lid is held down with a rubber bungee cord and opens forward for accessibility at
the time of cleanout. Collected material is easily dumped from the seat of the tractor. The wiring
harness includes a rocker switch that mounts to the front of the hopper and triggers an electric
actuator. This actuator opens and closes the black steel tailgate that is attached to the hopper,
resulting in clean, quick, and easy unloading. Two fully-integrated metal stands help simplify
storage and hook up. After removing the MCS from the tractor, simply place the chute inside the
hopper and wheel the entire system away for storage. When it is time to use the MCS again,
wheel it to the tractor, push it onto the Click-N-Go mounting brackets, reattach the chute and
the wire harness, then fold the stands up for operation. To secure the stands up or down,
locking pins are used in a hole on both sides. The design takes ground clearance into account
and utilizes the integrated stands to make hook up and removal fast and simple. A high-density
polyethylene chute is included. The molded handle assists with installation and removal. To
indicate when the hopper is full, a Fill-Minder indicator is located underneath the handle. To
ensure that dust moves away from the operator, the hopper lid is made from perforated
aluminum and covered on top with durable fabric. When in use, this cover directs airflow to the
back of the hopper. The lid is secured with a rubber latch on the back of the hopper and is
hinged for easy access during cleanout. The chute contacts the cab or weather enclosure. The
MC is designed to provide the versatility of two products in one - a utility cart or a material
collector. A standard equipment cover can be installed in a matter of seconds to convert the
utility cart to a collector:. When equipped with the optional blower and discharge chute ordered
separately , the MC becomes a material collection system. The blower housing material is
high-density polyethylene and the fan material is ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene:.
This bracket was included in older MC's but was eliminated when the , and Tractors hitch
design was changed and the bracket was no longer required for hookup. See Service
Information Bulletin for detailed instructions. The following older , , and Tractors without a
3-point hitch also require black hitch mounting bracket M It provides a wider mounting bracket
that allows the MC Cart to be used more effectively on uneven terrain with these tractors. The
MCS attachment eliminates the need to get off of the tractor and empty the bags. As a result, it
will increase both efficiency and cleanliness in the mowing process. A conveniently located
lever and smooth release and latching system are easily accessed from the tractor seat.
Because it is engineered specifically for the John Deere material collection system, installation
is a breeze with simple hand tools. The aluminum body is lightweight and easy to handle.
Conveniently located hand lever and smooth release and latching system are easily accessed
from the tractor seat. Because it is engineered specifically for the John Deere MCS, installation
is a breeze with simple hand tools. The high-performance HP Power Flow blower assembly for
the in. A hopper and chute must be ordered separately to complete this material collection
system. The high-performance blower will work well with either the standard mower blades or
the mulching blades. Each of the John Deere material collection systems has durable

construction for long life in homeowner or commercial applications. The tractor shovel expands
the usefulness of a John Deere tractor equipped with a in. The innovative opening design of the
tractor shovel, combined with the lift height of the blade, assures complete emptying of
material. Even with the tractor shovel installed, the front blade can still be used to doze, scrape,
or level material. Therefore, the blade will not have the breakaway feature with the tractor shovel
installed. The unique design of the tractor shovel allows a customer who has in. The amp
auxiliary alternator kit operates in parallel with the standard amp engine-equipped alternator to
bring the total of V electric power to 40 amps. This fully automatic 1. John Deere Fuel-Protect
gasoline stabilizer is a unique formula developed to ensure optimum performance and
protection year-round:. Always use fuel stabilizer in gasoline. Fuel sitting in gas tanks or gas
containers for more than 30 days begins to degrade. Fuel related issues are not considered a
warrantable condition as there is no defect in the materials or workmanship of the machine. For
more information on fuel, visit John Deere Groundscare. Overview Roller striping attachments
are available for X Signature Series Tractors equipped with a in. Roller height is adjustable with
the spindles, the same as with the standard wheels:. Model year and newer serial number ,
mower decks require no additional parts. Model year to HC Mower Decks serial number ,, that
are equipped with the early version rear gauge wheel posts they were shipped with require the
newer components as follows: For 54 HC Mower Deck. NOTE: The roller striping attachments
are designed for the width of the gauge wheel yoke opening of the model year and newer gauge
wheel posts, which are required as they are wider than the yoke opening of the model year and
older gauge wheel posts. The newer posts also provide the advantage of smaller adjustment
increments and heat treatment to provide additional strength. For optimum mowing
performance in lush-grass conditions, the dry-condition kit baffles may be removed. Optional
front roller kits are available for in. Inherent characteristics of flexibility, durability, and
non-weight bearing design make it the perfect solution for pattern mowing. These mulching
attachments are designed for the high-capacity mower decks. This design requires no drilling
for initial mounting, less installation time, and reduced hardware count for easy removal of the
mulching components. Steel baffles control material and close off the discharge area. Special
mulching blades are included to optimize mulching performance. These blades can also be
used for side-discharging or material collection if a material collection system is available ,
though performance may be reduced in some conditions. The MulchControl attachment for the
in. MulchControl for in. A tractor equipped with the X hydraulic attachment, in addition to a
MulchControl attachment, delivers unprecedented levels of productivity and versatility. The
tractor hydraulic control lever provides the operator with the ability to conveniently change
between side discharging and mulching without leaving the tractor seat. A dependable
hydraulic cylinder is used to close and open the mulching baffle. X Signature Series Tractors,
model year and newer, can be used with model year serial number , 54 HC and 60 HC mower
decks. Customers, please contact your local John Deere dealer for availability and pricing
information. Protective cover large deluxe. The 3-point hitch increases versatility of the tractor
by providing a common means of mounting a variety of rear equipment. The 3-point hitch
provides a convenient means of attaching rear-mounted equipment to the tractor. NOTE: Front
weights may be needed to stabilize steering when using rear-mounted implements. Hitch
dimensions are shown in the illustration. One of the greatest operator concerns involves
difficulty in attaching tractor implements. NOTE: All implements box blades, tillers, rear blades,
landscape rakes, etc. Bushings of different lengths can be found in the parts system or through
a bushing supplier. Bushings of different lengths can be found in the parts system or through a
bushing supplier see dimensions below. The dealer-installed rpm rear PTO drive increases the
tractor's versatility by providing a means to drive a variety of stationary and
3-point-hitch-mounted power equipment, including rotary tillers, irrigation pumps, salt and sand
spreaders, sprayers, and generators. The male spline shaft is an integral part of the rpm rear
PTO drive. It utilizes the tractor's internal hydraulic PTO clutch to assure smooth, positive
power transfer during engagement. A generator or other stationary attachment can be powered
without an operator in the seat by placing the PTO lever in the rear-PTO-only position, setting
the tractor's parking brake, and then engaging the PTO. Installation requires approximately 2.
Plug-and-play wiring harness for use with the air-ride suspension seat is included with model
year and newer tractors serial number , to reduce seat installation time. Model year tractors
serial number ,, require AM wiring harness. This armrest kit is designed for the in. The spark
arrester is available to meet the law in the State of California requiring use of a spark arresting
muffler under certain conditions. This may also may apply in other states and Canada when
needed to comply with local ordinances or customer requests. With a U. It is the perfect match
for the operator who wants extreme performance, but does not have the need for power take-off
PTO models. Cover ground quickly with flexible boom options - a in. NOTE: The gal. The outer

tips offer versatility with built-in shut offs to allow an adjustable , , or in. The boom is perfect for
covering ground quickly and thoroughly with a ft cm spray swath. It is ideal for uneven terrain
or where precision spray application is not necessary. This Category 1, 3-point hitch sprayer is
designed for residential or commercial property care. This gal. Complete large spraying jobs
quickly with an in. The sprayer is equipped with four boom tips for precision pattern spraying. A
spray wand with a ft 5. The fully adjustable brass spray wand tip achieves streams up to 30 ft 9.
The sprayer mounts easily to the Category 1, 3-point hitch with no tools after initial assembly.
The gal. The heavy-duty frame rolls smoothly on 15x6 tires that minimize ground compaction
and have a low profile, which maintains a low center of gravity for excellent stability. Cover
ground quickly with flexible boom options: a The outer tips offer versatility with built-in
shut-offs to allow an adjustable 7. The ft 7. The boom is perfect for covering ground quickly and
thoroughly with a ft 7. Viton is a trademark of DuPont Performance Elastomers. Sprayer comes
complete with a boom that sprays 60 in. It also has a ft 3. NOTE: Sprayers are compatible with
competitive tractors if equipped with a V battery and charging system. NOTE: Use these
sprayers with liquid-base lawn care chemicals only. They are not recommended for wettable
powders as no agitating system is provided to prevent particles from separating out. Sprayer
comes with a wider boom that sprays a 90 in. A ft 4. NOTE: Use this sprayer with liquid-based
lawn care chemicals only. It is not recommended for wettable powders as no agitating system is
provided to prevent particles from separating out. Tow-behind sprayer is equipped with a boom
that sprays a wide in. Customers, please contact your local John Deere dealer for availability
and pricing information, gal. With the large 5 cu ft L of material capacity, operators spend more
time spreading and less time filling. Requires front implement or four front-mounted UC lb kg
Quik-Tatch weights. The barrier shield is used to direct product downward in. Perfect for ice
melt and salt spreading, or for targeting specific areas. Please contact your local John Deere
dealer for availability and pricing information. John Deere spin spreaders have features and a
choice of sizes to satisfy many operators. They are a popular attachment for both homeowner
and commercial operators who use them for even distribution of a variety of materials:. All
spreaders have rust-resistant stainless-steel or polyethylene hoppers as well as many
stainless-steel components to ensure lasting appearance and long, trouble-free operation.
Hopper screens keep out debris and serve as chunk graters. The 3-cu ft L Broadcast Salt
Spreader is a high-capacity spreader for medium- to large-size jobs. The heavy-duty motor and
vertical high-flow auger can handle rock salt or other ice-melt products with ease. Compatibility
with the X Weather Enclosure helps the operator to stay warm and dry. It perforates the soil
while the calibrated drop-spreader follows with seed, lime, or fertilizer. It can also be used to
just aerate the lawn:. Broadcasts fertilizer, weed control, grass seed or ice melter products
while towing behind a riding lawn tractor. Spread pattern will go up to 12 ft 31 cm depending on
speed and material. New direct rod control with easy to reach handle opens and closes the
material gate. Heat treated steel gears with plastic enclosure are protected from corrosive
material. Large knobby tread tires roll easily over turf. The thatcher, used on a regular basis,
reduces excessive thatch buildup that can be damaging to a lawn's health. Since it provides
more gentle, less aggressive action than a power rake, it can be used as a preventive
maintenance tool each time the lawn is mowed. An 8-in. It can also be used to prepare an area
for seed:. Add an extension to one end of the thatcherator to make it in. Protect your driving
surface. TerraGrip Traction Belts offer enhanced traction on snow, mud, dirt, wet asphalt, and
wet concrete surfaces. They will not scratch or chip concrete, asphalt, or aggregate drives or
walkways. The proven reliability of the traditional steel chain attachment system is used and
combined with the performance and durability of reinforced rubber slats. The rubber slats wrap
around the tire so only rubber touches the driving surface. The result is aggressive traction
without the risk of surface damage, that can happen with traditional chains. One pair of chains
is included in each bundle. NOTE: The rim diameter is larger for four-wheel steer tires, but does
not affect chain requirements. TY tire chains - 20x for some models , 22x9. Also use with 26x TY
tire chains - 26x Will fit turf, bar, and HDAP tire treads. Its design gives superior
brush-to-ground contact to prevent skipping and provide maximum performance for a clean
path the first time through. This John Deere dethatcher kit has two rows of individually flexing
tines that gently but effectively remove grass clippings, leaves, and other lawn debris from your
lawn. The kit easily attaches to the front of John Deere's in. The dethatcher does not need to be
removed to resume regular sweeping use. The Lawn Roller packs down sod, seed, and mole
ridges. Its tough polyethylene drum does not dent or rust. The drum's rounded ends do not
gouge the lawn or make ruts:. Steel roller 24 in. It also helps relieve soil compaction:. Contact a
local John Deere dealer for availability and pricing information. It also relieves soil compaction:.
Weights are not included. The front nine-weight bracket is not compatible with front implements
or the front brush guard. Skip to main content. Electronic Solutions. Rental Sales. View All

Equipment. View Used Equipment. John Deere Financial. Make a Payment. Sign In To My
Account. Owner Information. X Signature Series Lawn Tractor. Add to Cart Build Your Own.
Find a Dealer. View Product Brochure. Apply for Consumer Financing. Add to Cart. Hood
opened to show engine. Air intake screens on hood and pedestal. Radiator screen pulled out for
cleaning. Fuel cap and tank shown on X Diesel Tractor. Battery located at front of tractor frame.
Side view of mower deck. Tire-grab feature and shark tooth shaped grips. Drive-over ramp
removed for spindle access. Mower wash port. Mower wash port with hose connector. Mulching
attachment components 48 HC shown. X Tractor driving onto high-capacity mower deck.
AutoConnect option installed on X Tractor. MulchControl with baffle closed. MulchControl with
baffle open. MulchControl handle standard with MulchControl. Hydraulic MulchControl actuator
option. Four-year or hour bumper-to-bumper warranty is standard. Cruise control. X two-wheel
steer transaxle shown. Two-wheel steer hydrostatic transaxle. Four-wheel steer hydrostatic
transaxle. Differential lock control. X Tractor mowing. Full-time 4WD front axle. Control arm
increases front-wheel speed in turns. Front-wheel drop-axle. Operator station is comfortable
and convenient X Tractor mowing. Tilt steering wheel. Seat has convenient tilt-back feature.
Seat tilted forward. Adjustable armrest option. Left armrest in raised position. Optional air-ride
suspension seat. Seat pressure switch and fore-aft adjustment lever. Foot pads. Toolbox and
handgrip. Toolbox with cover open and cup holder. Taillights, work lights, and backup lights.
Two high-quality headlights. Snow removal and yard care equipment. Weather enclosure.
Hard-side cab. Instruments and controls are easy to find and use Instrumentation and controls
switch turned off. Gauges and indicator lights switch turned on to illustrate functions. Display
panel illustration with descriptions. Twin Touch foot control. X Tractor trimming around a tree.
Power steering control valve. Dual hydraulic control levers. Controls shaped and located for
easy use. Park brake control and brake pedal. Mower deck height-of-cut control. Exact Adjust
ports. Exact Adjust tool and mower leveling gauge. Deck-leveling gauge placed under deck.
Using included ball-hex tool to level mower deck. Hydraulic outlets. Modern styling has a
functional design Functional and attractive design includes alloy wheels. Styled hood and seat.
Full-length welded steel frame. Front receiver hitch. Heavy-duty cast-iron front axle 2WD shown.
Heavy-duty cast front axle 4WD shown. Left-hand RIO switch yellow button. One-piece hood is
easy to open and remove. Service interval decal located under hood. Hood pivot and wiring
connector. Hood removed for service. Radiator screen pulls out for easy cleaning. Deck-leveling
gauge and tool stored in tractor toolbox. Used in conjunction with Exact Adjust ports for easy
and accurate leveling of the mower deck for optimum mowing performance. MulchControl
handle shown on in. MulchControl baffle open shown on in. MulchControl baffle closed shown
on in. MulchControl baffle closed. MulchControl handle. Spindle pocket with flip-up cover.
Easy-to-adjust mower wheel and mower side reinforcement. MulchControl baffle open. Optional
7-bu L two-bag Power Flow rear bagger shown. Power Flow blower. MowerPlus app
maintenance screen. Show More Show Less. Select Different Model. Export to Excel. Key Specs.
Engine power Power Fuel system. Electrical system. Type Hydraulic power Four-wheel steer Not
available on this model Steering wheel 14 in. Type Two-piece adjustable seat with brand
embroidery Seat back height 21 in. Lift system. Type Two-function hydraulic Hydraulic outlets
Four, standard Mower cut height Mower deck. Mower attachability. Buyer's notes. Optional
equipment. Height Additional information. Date collected. Discontinued - Category 0 ballast box
shown. Sloped tailgate for easy emptying. Spring-pin tractor hitch. Tilt latch. Cart in
partial-dump position. Cart in full-dump position. Welded box. Deluxe tailgate. Tilt-dump latch.
Bolt-together box. Locking mechanism. Magnetic hitch pin - MLP Magnetic hitch pin. Rear
receiver hitch kit - MBM Rear receiver hitch kit. Rear receiver hitch installed. Front blade
connected to Quick-Hitch. Hydraulic retro kit - MBM Front Wheels and Tires 18x8. Large cu ft 1.
Large, 8-in. Custom pre-cut mower boot and welded bracket assembly for easy fit to the
following John Deere Mower Decks that can be ordered separately:. Click-N-Go brackets. Power
Flow chute 6. Hopper, chute, and blower. Bracing is located on the sides of the hopper to help
minimize material buildup. Push-button, dump-from-seat unloading. Rocker switch triggers an
actuator that raises and lowers the tailgate. Integrated stand in the down position for storage.
Integrated stand in the up position for operation. One-piece plastic chute. Fill-Minder indicator.
Dust is directed away from the operator at the back of the hopper. Close-up view of loose-knit
bag material. MC Cart. MC hitch. Standard equipment cover. MC Cart Bagger. Power Flow
blower and discharge chute options. Easy installation and cleanout. Power Flow blower in
cleanout position. Miscellaneous in. X Series Tractors equipped with a in. Shovel opens for
emptying material or blading. Front blade angling cylinder is repositioned and used to raise the
tractor shovel when emptying materials blade cannot be angled when the tractor shovel is
installed. Requires a in. For these models, it is recommended that lb kg or less of additional rear
weight suitcase weights, wheel weights, or 3-point hitch equipment is added to the tractor.

Battery charger and maintainer - MTY Battery charger. Roller striping attachment installed on 60
HC Mower Deck. Rear mower wheels replaced with roller striping attachment. Dry-condition kit
installed on mower deck. Mower deck leveling gauge - MAM Mower deck leveling gauge. X
Tractor with 48A Mower Deck. MulchControl baffle open similar mower from X Series Tractor
shown. MulchControl baffle closed similar mower from X Series Tractor shown. Tractor
hydraulic control levers. Hydraulic cylinder. Brush guard installed on Signature Series Tractor.
Riding mower cover, large deluxe - MLP Protective cover large deluxe. Deluxe Seat Cover for X
Signature Series Riding Mowers protects seats against sun damage, rain and dirt with a
cushioned seat for extra comfort. Fabric coated for maximum water resistance and repellency
with two-piece construction accommodates the folding seat. One zippered side accessory
pocket on seat bottom. Fits seat backs up to 21 in. Category 0 3-point hitch dimensions. Right
screw-type draft arm height adjuster makes it easy to level or tilt three-point-hitch-mounted
equipment. Hitch is equipped with depth stop that works independently of tractor's mower cut
height adjustment for added convenience and versatility. Limited Category 1 3-point hitch
dimensions. Compatible with in. BM category 1 3-point hitch can be updated to have the same
components as BM with a M shoulder pin and 14M nut to replace the pin at the rod end of the
hydraulic cylinder. Replaces BM and BM adapter kits and is compatible in all applications in
which they were used. Is compatible with the in. BM adapter kit can be updated to have the
same components as BM with a M shoulder pin and 14M nut to replace the pin at the rod end of
the hydraulic cylinder, needed to handle the extra weight of the in. All implements require a set
of bushings in order for the attachment to fit and work properly with the iMatch Quick-Hitch.
One set of bushings comes with the iMatch Quick-Hitch. PTO control lever. Sprayers 3-Point
Hitch Deluxe Sprayer, 45 gal. Sprayer remote control. HP in. Remote spray method ft 5. High
Performance Sprayer Precision Boom HP High performance boomless nozzles - MLP gal.
Mounted Sprayer, 25 gal. Check valves in boom tips prevent siphoning and dripping, which can
cause lawn spotting. Control valve directs spray to either the boom or spray wand for added
convenience and versatility. Sprayer has a rugged translucent-yellow tank with molded fill-level
indicators in gallons. Tow-Behind High Performance Sprayer, 45 gal. Tow-Behind Sprayer, 15
gal. This sprayer is an excellent choice for spraying small- to moderate-size lawns and shrubs.
Handgun with adjustable spray pattern is helpful when spraying fruit trees and can be used to
spray trees up to ft 9. A in. Tow-Behind Sprayer, 25 gal. It can be run dry without damage.
Sprayer is designed to be a good choice for customers with larger lawns with trees to care for
or for light commercial spraying. Tow-Behind Sprayer, 45 gal. Drop Spreader mounted on
Signature Series Tractor. Mounted electric broadcast spreader barrier shield - MLP Spreader
barrier shield. Hopper screen and throat opening. Dial-A-Matic rate control. Tow-Behind
Aerator-Spreader, 40 in. All stainless-steel interior hardware, shaft, and agitator help to prevent
corrosion. High-speed, reduction glass-filled nylon gears provide the widest spread pattern at
the slowest speeds. Directional spread-pattern control feature provides positive shutoff along
sidewalks and driveways. Thatchers in. Front thatcher. Tow-Behind Thatcherator, 40 in. Tow
Behind Lawn Sweeper, 42 in. Lawn Sweeper, 44 in. Tow-Behind Lawn Roller, 18 x 36 in.
Tow-Behind Lawn Roller, 24 x 48 in. The John Deere 24 in. A roller is also good for new sod and
freshly seeded lawns by flattening the soil to promote stronger root growth. The lawn roller
packs down sod, seed, and mole ridges. The drum's rounded ends do not gouge the lawn or
make ruts. Specifications in. Rear-wheel weights are recommended for additional traction.
Tow-Behind Plug Aerator, 40 in. Tow-Behind Plug Aerator, 48 in. Tow-Behind Spiker Aerator, 40
in. Assembles and installs with standard hand to
98 ford escort alternator
1965 ford f100 for sale
boat leveler wiring diagram
ols in one hour. Vent panels throughout the enclosure for airflow and reduced interior
condensation. Internal non-scratch magnets on zippered door ensure a custom fit. Weights
9-weight front weight bracket - MBM Nine-weight front weight bracket. Nine-weight front weight
bracket similar design shown. Related Products. Reviews Reviews. MSRP may be different in
California. Taxes, freight, setup, and delivery not included. Optional accessories and
attachments not included. Equipment, models and prices may vary by dealer. Product options
and accessories may not be available in all regions. Offers valid in the United States. Prices in
U. Product features subject to change. Please contact your local dealer for more detailed
information. Electronic fuel injection EFI , overhead valve, full-pressure lube, oil filter. Styled
alloy wheels are standard equipment One-piece hood for easy engine access Hydraulic
modulated PTO clutch for smooth mower and implement engagement. Tow-behind, 15, 25, 45 U.

